The mechanism(s) of action of most commonly used pharmacological blockers of voltage-gated ion channels are well understood; however, this knowledge is rarely considered when interpreting experimental data. Effects of blockade are often assumed to be equivalent, regardless of the mechanism of the blocker involved. Using computer simulations, we demonstrate that this assumption may not always be correct. We simulate the blockade of a persistent sodium current (I N aP ), proposed to underlie rhythm generation in pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) respiratory neurons, via two distinct pharmacological mechanisms: (1) pore obstruction mediated by tetrodotoxin and (2) altered inactivation dynamics mediated by riluzole. The reported effects of experimental application of tetrodotoxin and riluzole in respiratory circuits are diverse and seemingly contradictory and have led to considerable debate within the field as to the specific role of I N aP in respiratory circuits. The results of our simulations match a wide array of experimental data spanning from the level of isolated pre-BötC neurons to the level of the intact respiratory network and also generate a series of experimentally testable predictions. Specifically, in this study we: (1) provide a mechanistic explanation for seemingly contradictory experimental results from in vitro studies of I N aP block, (2) show that the effects of I N aP block in in vitro preparations are not necessarily equivalent to those in more intact preparations, (3) demonstrate and explain why riluzole application may fail to effectively block I N aP in the intact respiratory network, and (4) derive the prediction that effective block of I N aP by low concentration tetrodotoxin will stop respiratory rhythm generation in the intact respiratory network. These simulations support a critical role for I N aP in respiratory rhythmogenesis in vivo and illustrate the importance of considering mechanism when interpreting and simulating data relating to pharmacological blockade.
relatively well understood and fall into one of three mechanistic categories: (1) pore 7 obstruction, (2) shift in activation/inactivation curves, or, less commonly, (3) alteration 8 of ion selectivity [1, 2] . Despite this knowledge, the specific mechanisms of blockade are 9 rarely considered when interpreting or simulating experimental data. Generally it is 10 assumed that selective blockade of an ion channel has the same functional implication 11 regardless of the mechanism involved. In this theoretical study, we demonstrate ways 12 that this assumption can break down, with different blockade mechanisms differentially 13 impacting neuronal and circuit activity.
14
To illustrate this idea we simulated blockade of a persistent sodium current (I N aP ) 15 in the respiratory pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) via two commonly used sodium 16 channel blockers with distinct mechanisms of action: tetrodotoxin (TTX) and riluzole 17 (RZ). TTX directly obstructs the Na+ pore [3] , whereas RZ shifts I N aP inactivation in 18 the hyperpolarizing direction [4, 5, 6] . At low concentrations, both TTX (≤ 20 nM ) and 19 RZ (≤ 20 µM ) have been shown to selectively block I N aP over the fast action-potential 20 generating sodium current (I N a ) [7, 8, 9, 10] . A caveat to RZ blockade, however, is that 21 RZ has been shown to inhibit excitatory synaptic transmission at concentrations that 22 affect I N aP [10, 11] . 23 In respiratory circuits, in vitro blocking studies using TTX or RZ have suggested 24 that I N aP is critical for intrinsic bursting in pacemaker neurons and network rhythm 25 generation in the isolated pre-BötC [9, 12, 13] . These results have led to the hypothesis 26 that I N aP may be a necessary component of rhythmogenesis in respiratory circuits 27 [14, 15, 16] . This hypothesis, however, has fallen out of favor due to the observation 28 that I N aP block by RZ fails to stop respiratory rhythms in intact preparations [13] . 29 This conclusion is dependent on the assumption that RZ effectively blocks I N aP in an 30 in vivo setting. 31 This study predicts that after blockade via RZ, I N aP can be reactivated by transient 32 hyperpolarizing perturbations due to the specific mechanism of action of RZ. Simulated 33 TTX blockade of I N aP does not yield this same effect. In intact preparations, the 34 pre-BötC receives strong inhibition during the interburst interval [13, 17, 18, 19, 20] , 35 which may allow I N aP to recover from inactivation even after RZ application. 36 Consistent with this idea, our simulations of the intact respiratory network predict that 37 RZ will fail to effectively block I N aP , while complete block of I N aP by experimental 38 application of low concentration TTX (≤ 20 nM ) within the pre-BötC will abolish the 39 respiratory rhythm in the intact respiratory network. Therefore, the failure of RZ to 40 stop respiratory rhythms in intact experimental preparations is not sufficient to rule out 41 a central role for I N aP in respiratory rhythm generation, which our study supports.
Results

46
To illustrate the difference in effects that can arise through blockade of the same current 47 with pharmacological agents acting through different biophysical mechanisms, we 48 focused on the blockade of I N aP via RZ and TTX in respiratory neurons of the 49 pre-BötC . Experiments have clearly established the presence of I N aP in neurons of this 50 type and have suggested that neurons exhibiting I N aP -dependent intrinsic bursting 51 capabilities play a critical role in rhythm generation in the pre-BötC [9, 12, 14] . 52 Therefore, we first reconstructed a neuron model capable of generating I N aP -dependent 53 intrinsic bursting [14] For this set of simulations, the model represents a synaptically 54 isolated pre-BötC neuron. Depending on their level of excitability (controlled by a tonic 55 excitatory synaptic conductance parameter g T onic ), these neurons can exhibit three 56 distinct patterns of activity: silent, bursting and tonic spiking (Fig 1 A) . In an intrinsic 57 bursting regime in this model, I N aP is required to depolarize neurons above the spiking 58 threshold. During the spiking within a burst, however, I N aP begins to inactivate, which 59 leads to hyperpolarization and burst termination. In the subsequent silent period or 60 interburst interval, the membrane potential V m is hyperpolarized, which allows for the 61 voltage-dependent recovery of I N aP from inactivation. After sufficient recovery, 62 sub-threshold activation of I N aP again depolarizes V m above the spiking threshold, 63 causing burst initiation and completion of one burst cycle (Fig 1 B) . (Fig 2) . Since TTX directly obstructs the pores of sodium channels, TTX blockade was 69 simulated by reducing the conductance g N aP of I N aP . Since TTX only affects 70 conductance, the steady-state activation and inactivation parameters of I N aP were not 71 varied (Fig 2 A1) . We observed that the steady-state current is reduced proportionally 72 to the decrease of g N aP (Fig 2 A2) . In contrast, RZ shifts voltage-dependent 73 inactivation in the hyperpolarizing direction. Therefore, RZ blockade was simulated by 74 decreasing the half-inactivation parameter h 1/2 (Fig 2 B1) . We found that, similar to 75 TTX, simulated RZ application effectively blocks I N aP in steady-state conditions (Fig 2 76  B2) . Interestingly, although TTX and RZ blockade of I N aP work through distinct 77 mechanisms, the effects on the peak steady-state current are remarkably similar (Fig 2 78  C) . silence or to tonic spiking, depending in part on the value of g T onic . Moreover, the 90 effects of these two mechanisms on the shape of the bursting regime in the appropriate 91 2D parameter space are nearly indistinguishable (Fig 3) .
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Since simulated TTX and RZ blockade have remarkably similar effects on I N aP and 93 both effectively abolish intrinsic bursting, it is tempting to conclude that although their 94 mechanisms of action are distinct, TTX and RZ are functionally equivalent I N aP 95 blockers. As we will show next, however, this conclusion is not correct. Activity patterns in a model pre-BötC neuron as a function of tonic excitatory synaptic drive (g T onic ) and (A) level of g N aP and (B) ∆h 1/2 , which are reduced to simulate TTX and RZ block of I N aP , respectively. Both TTX and RZ effectively abolish intrinsic bursting (green region): bursting does not occur for g N aP < 2.7nS nor for ∆h 1/2 < −8.0mV .
Fast-slow decomposition analysis
97
Next, to understand how TTX and RZ abolish intrinsic busting, we used fast-slow 98 decomposition analysis (see [21] for review). This method separates the full system into 99 fast and slow subsystems, with the latter represented by h N aP for the pre-BötC model. 100 Information about the dynamics of the full system can then be inferred from the 101 geometry of the projections of the V m -and h N aP -nullclines into the (V m , h N aP ) phase 102 space. The V m -and h N aP -nullclines are defined from dV m /dt = 0 and dh N aP /dt = 0, 103 respectively. The solution to the latter equation is easy to write down as
The V m -nullcline is determined numerically to form a manifold consisting of three
105
branches that connect at folds or "knees", forming an N-shape in the (V m , h N aP )-plane. 106 Intersections between the V m -and h N aP -nullclines represent equilibrium points of the after g N aP has been decreased. As g N aP is lowered, the model remains in the bursting 116 regime until the part of the V m -nullcline near the left knee intersects the h N aP -nullcline. 117 The bifurcation that results creates a stable equilibrium point that corresponds to the 118 stabilization of a constant, hyperpolarized membrane potential, marking a transition 119 from bursting to silence (Fig 4 B, gray dots) . In contrast, simulated RZ blockade only 120 affects the h N aP -nullcline, inducing a shift in the leftward, hyperpolarizing direction. In 121 this case, as h N aP is diminished, bursting continues until the h N aP -nullcline intersects 122 the V m -nullcline near the left knee and forms a stable equilibrium point (Fig 4 C, gray 123 dots). from bursting to silence, we next considered whether transient bursting could be elicited 128 by perturbations. As can be seen in Fig 4A, (Fig 3) , will stop this inhibitory input from inducing a burst in pre-BötC neurons if the 158 block is applied via TTX (Fig 6) . This loss occurs because after TTX application, the 159 hyperpolarization does not achieve condition (2), h The pre-BötC pre-I network 166 Next, to investigate simulated TTX and RZ application in the pre-BötC network, we 167 constructed a heterogeneous population of 50 model pre-BötC neurons coupled though 168 all-to-all excitatory synapses; see Materials and Methods for a full model description.
169
This network is often referred to as the pre-inspiratory/inspiratory (pre-I/I) population 170 and is thought to drive the fictive inspiratory rhythm seen in in vitro slice preparations 171 [13, 22, 23] . For consistency with experimental observations, parameters were chosen such that approximately 30% of neurons in the synaptically uncoupled network remain 173 rhythmically active [24] ; for simplicity, we also tuned the synaptically coupled network 174 such that all neurons are recruited into network oscillations (Fig 7) . The synaptic coupling between neurons within the pre-BötC network does not alter the 178 mechanisms of action of TTX and RZ on voltage-gated sodium channels described 179 above. We found that increasing the degree of uniform I N aP block by simulated TTX 180 or RZ results in a progressive reduction in network frequency and a slight reduction in 181 network amplitude, followed by an abrupt cessation of network oscillations (Fig 8 A & 182 B). With RZ, however, additional off-target effects need to be considered [10, 25] .
183
Specifically, at the same concentrations (0 − 20µM ) used to block I N aP in respiratory 184 circuits [9, 12, 13] , RZ also inhibits glutamatergic excitatory synaptic transmission 185 [11, 26] . To understand this off-target effect, I SynE was blocked in a separate set of 186 simulations by systematically reducing the excitatory synaptic conductance parameter 187 (W M axE ). In contrast to the I N aP effects, we found that simulating the progressive 188 block of synaptic excitation by RZ results in a slight increase in network frequency and 189 a large reduction in network amplitude (Fig 8 C) . These outcomes agree with the results 190 from experimental block of excitatory synapses in the pre-BötC [23] .
191
Next, we compared simulated uniform TTX and RZ application with experimental 192 data adapted from [9] . This experimental dataset characterizes the dose-dependent simulations of these effects predicts that experimental RZ application will progressively 202 reduce both frequency and amplitude of the pre-BötC population oscillations until they 203 eventually stop. Fig 9 B demonstrates that these effects do arise both in simulated RZ 204 application, where both I N aP and synapses are affected, and in experimental data [9] . 205 We found that our simulation results matched the reduction in network amplitude and 206 frequency seen with experimental RZ application when W M axE decayed exponentially 207 with increasing hyperpolarization of h experimental results of RZ application at 5 µM , W M axE was maximally reduced by 7% 209 (Fig 9 B , Tuning 1), and for RZ at both 10 µM and 20 µM , W M axE was maximally 210 reduced by 15% (Fig 9 B , Tuning 2).
211
To investigate the mechanisms underlying changes in network amplitude and N aP ) required to initiate bursting as a function of the 215 level of TTX and RZ application in our simulations, tuned to match experimental data 216 from [9] (Fig 9 a1 , b1, b2). was defined as the maximal value of the mean population h N aP prior to burst initiation.
In the model, amplitude is defined as the number of spikes per neuron per 50 ms bin. 218 Therefore, by this definition, changes in network amplitude result from changes in the 219 firing rate of bursting neurons and/or changes in the number of neurons recruited into 220 network bursts. The number of recruited neurons is affected by I SynE and the firing 221 rate of individual neurons during bursting is a function of the total depolarizing current, 222 determined by both I N aP and I SynE . In contrast, network oscillation frequency is (Fig 9 a1) . 235 Note that the increase in the h progressive blockade. In this scenario, changes in frequency arise instead due to a slower 245 rate of recovery from inactivation caused by the hyperpolarizing shift in the inactivation 246 curve (i.e., the h N aP -nullcline), Fig 2 & 4. This shift is accompanied by a reduction of 247 I SynE that follows directly from the reduction of g SynE with simulated RZ. Therefore, 248 changes in network amplitude with simulated RZ arise due to the progressive reduction 249 of I SynE , which results in a decreased firing rate during bursting and de-recruitment of 250 a subset of the neurons (data not shown). (1) pacemaker then non-pacemaker, (2) non-pacemaker then pacemaker, and (3) random 264 order. We found that the effects of TTX and RZ are indistinguishable for all three cases. 265 If pacemaker neurons are affected first, then I N aP block via either mechanism results in 266 a progressive reduction in network frequency with no effect on amplitude until 267 oscillations eventually stop (Fig 10A) . That is, with loss of I N aP in pacemakers, burst 268 initiation is slowed, but once a burst occurs, all neurons are recruited. In contrast, if Fig 11) . In the intact respiratory network, the respective contributions of I N aP and 292 inhibitory network interactions to rhythm generation vary depending on the excitability 293 state of the pre-I population [28] . Therefore, before simulating TTX and RZ blockade of 294 I N aP in the intact network, we first characterized the dependence of pre-I population 295 bursting on I N aP and synaptic inhibition in the intact network as a function of g T onic 296 (Fig 12 A) . This was accomplished by comparing the dynamics of the pre-I population 297 (silent, bursting, tonic), embedded in the network, between baseline conditions and the 298 extreme cases where I N aP = 0 or I SynE = 0. We found that under baseline conditions, 299 bursting in the pre-I population is extremely robust and oscillations continue over all generation/bursting in the pre-I population (Fig 12 A) .
310
Next we characterized network parameters affecting the magnitude/contribution of 311 I N aP during pre-I population bursting, which, as in the pre-I network, modulate I N aP 312 inactivation dynamics. As with the pre-I network, there is a threshold level of I N aP Fig 6B) . This dependence holds in both the I N aP -dependent 319 and the network-dependent burst regimes (Fig 12) . Therefore, in the pre-I population, 320 we characterized: (1) the maximal hyperpolarization during the fictive expiratory phase, 321 which impacts the rate of deinactivation of h N aP , (2) the dynamic range of h N aP over a 322 complete respiratory cycle, and (3) the peak I N aP during bursting, as a function of the 323 strength of inhibition from the post-I population for three levels of pre-I population 324 tonic excitation set by g T onic (Fig 12B, C and D) .
325
Increasing g T onic naturally decreases the hyperpolarization of the pre-I neurons in 326 the expiratory phase (Fig 12B) . Due to its effects on the V m -nullclines for the pre-I 327 neurons, it also lowers I T h N aP and hence h T h N aP . These changes lower the operating range 328 of h N aP (Fig 12C) and correspondingly result in a lower level of I N aP while the pre-I 329 population is active (Fig 12D) . In contrast, increasing the strength of inhibition from 330 the post-I population to the pre-I neurons hyperpolarizes them more (Fig 12B) and V m -nullcline. These changes raise the operating range of h N aP to higher levels (Fig   333   12C ) and correspondingly allow I N aP to reach a higher level. Note that the contribution 334 of I N aP is small when g T onic is relatively strong and post-I inhibition is weak, whereas 335 the contribution of I N aP is large when the relative strengths of g T onic and post-I g N aP = 0 nS, and for simulated RZ when ∆h 1/2 = −15 mV (see Fig 2) .
347
In the case of simulated TTX, complete blockade of I N aP abolishes pre-I population 348 oscillations for g T onic < 0.486 nS across all levels of post-I inhibition considered 349 (Fig 13A) , as expected from the boundary between I N aP -and network-dependent 
356
In the case of simulated RZ, the range of g T onic values where complete blockade of 357 I N aP abolishes pre-I population bursting is greatly reduced (Fig 13B) (Fig 12A) .
370
Finally, we compared the effects of simulated RZ blockade of I N aP in the intact 371 respiratory network with experimental data from [13] (Fig 13C) . This experimental data 372 set characterizes the steady-state dose-dependent effects of RZ on burst amplitude and 373 frequency of the intact respiratory network output measured from integrated phrenic 374 nerve activity. In these experiments, the maximal 20 µm RZ concentration, which is 375 assumed to completely block I N aP , resulted in a ∼ 35% reduction in network 376 amplitude and no significant change in frequency. In order to match these data in our 377 simulations, we found that post-I inhibition must be relatively strong (> 5 nS) and 378 g T onic between 0.375 nS and 0.425 nS (Fig 13B, C) . Interestingly, this range of g T onic 379 values overlaps with the regimes where pre-I population bursting is exclusively I N aP 380 -dependent and where bursting is dependent on both I N aP and inhibitory network 381 interactions (Fig 12A) . Consequently, under these network conditions, our model 382 predicts that selective and complete block of I N aP by experimental application of TTX 383 at low concentrations (≤ 20 nM ) will abolish the respiratory rhythm in the intact 384 network (Fig 13D) . neurons and neurocircuitry that represent in vitro and in vivo mouse/rat preparations. 393 To summarize, we show that in simulated pre-BötC respiratory neurons under conditions 394 representing in vitro slice preparations, TTX and RZ both effectively block I N aP and 395 abolish intrinsic bursting (Figs 2 & 3) . Given these findings, it is tempting to conclude 396 that TTX and RZ application will induce similar effects on respiratory dynamics under 397 all experimental conditions. Interestingly, however, we found that after simulated 398 blockade of RZ, but not TTX, I N aP can be reactivated by transient hyperpolarization, 399 due to differences between these drugs' specific pharmacological mechanisms of action 400 (Fig 6) . This effect becomes critical in the intact respiratory network where these 401 neurons receive strong, transient hyperpolarizing inhibition from post-I neurons during 402 the expiratory phase of respiration. Correspondingly, our simulations of I N aP blockade 403 in the intact respiratory network predict that experimental application of RZ, but not 404 TTX, will fail to effectively block I N aP and respiratory rhythmicity. largely inactivated and hence not essential for ongoing rhythm generation and pattern 410 formation [13, 17] . This idea is based on computational modeling and the experimental 411 observation that RZ application in the intact network fails to stop the respiratory 412 rhythm, suggesting that active recruitment of I N aP may not be essential to 413 rhythmogenesis under these conditions [13] . amplitude of the respiratory rhythm generated by the intact network [13] . Indeed, the 419 latter observation is not consistent with the idea that I N aP is largely inactivated, as 420 blocking an inactivated current should have no effect on rhythm characteristics. Our 
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An important finding of this study is the conclusion that I N aP plays a critical role in 429 respiratory rhythmogenesis, which is indicated by the prediction that complete blockade 430 of I N aP will stop respiratory rhythm generation in the intact network. Importantly, this 431 finding comes to light only by considering the distinct pharmacological mechanisms of 432 TTX and RZ in the context of the interaction between pre-I population excitability, 433 inhibitory network interactions, and the associated dynamics of I N aP inactivation.
434
We showed that the dependence of pre-I bursting on I N aP in the intact network is a 435 function of the excitability of the pre-I population (Fig 12 A) . When inputs or 436 neuromodulation sufficiently lowers the excitability of pre-I neurons, I N aP becomes a 437 necessity for burst dynamics, whereas with heightened excitability, bursting is 438 dependent on inhibitory network interactions. While these mechanisms can act 439 separately, there is a range of excitabilities for which pre-I bursting depends on both
440
I N aP and inhibitory network interactions.
441
In the intact network, the pre-I population receives transient inhibition from post-I 442 neurons during the expiratory phase of respiration [13, 17, 18, 19, 20] , which, our results 443 show, may compromise the ability of RZ to effectively block I N aP . Our RZ simulations, 444 tuned to match experimental data (specifically, a large reduction in pre-I output 445 amplitude and no effect on frequency resulting from RZ application), suggest that the 446 excitability of the pre-I population in the intact network is in a regime where rhythm 447 generation depends on both I N aP and inhibitory network interactions (Fig 12 A & 13) . 448 In these simulations, since RZ blockade of I N aP fails to stop the rhythm and pre-I 449 bursting is I N aP -dependent, this indicates that RZ fails to completely block I N aP . In 450 contrast, our simulations predict that under these network conditions a complete 451 blockade of I N aP by TTX will stop the respiratory rhythm. Importantly, at low 452 concentrations (≤ 20 nM ), TTX has been shown to selectively block I N aP without 453 affecting the action potential generating fast Na + current [9] . Therefore, this prediction 454 can be experimentally tested via bilateral microinfusion of TTX at low concentration 455 into the pre-BötC in the intact preparation. If confirmed, this finding would illustrate 456 the critical role of I N aP in rhythm generation within intact respiratory circuits.
457
One caveat here is that the extent to which rhythm generation in the intact network 458 relies on I N aP and on inhibitory network interactions is highly dependent on the 459 excitability of the pre-I population (Fig 12) . Our simulations, tuned to match the 460 results of [13] , suggest that the excitability in the pre-I population must be close to the 461 border between a regime where pre-I bursting depends exclusively on I N aP and a 462 regime where pre-I bursting depends on both I N aP and inhibitory network interactions 463 (Fig 12, 13) . Therefore, with reasonable levels of variability, complete block of synaptic 464 inhibition under these network conditions will inconsistently stop pre-I population 465 oscillations and in instances where oscillations are stopped, the pre-I population will 466 transition to a tonic mode of activity. Indeed, the prediction of proximity to the border 467 is consistent with recent experimental data [18] , which showed that simultaneous 468 block/attenuation of GABAergic and glycinergic synaptic inhibition within the 
476
It is important to note that the model used in the current study is the same as that 477 considered in a past work that came to some different conclusions [13] . Specifically, the 478 authors of that work suggested that I N aP is largely inactivated and hence is not critical 479 for rhythm generation in the intact network. This previous study, however, did not 480 systematically consider the interaction between pre-I population excitability, inhibitory 481 network interactions, and the resulting dynamics of I N aP inhibition. It also did not 482 consider the distinct pharmacological mechanism of action of RZ and block was 483 simulated by reducing g N aP . With the parameter set used for simulations representing 484 the intact network in [13] , the pre-I population excitability was set at g tonic = 0.98 ns 485 and the strength of post-I to pre-I inhibition was 0.225 nS. In [13] and our simulations, 486 I N aP is largely inactivated under these conditions. Consequently, under these 487 parameters, simulated TTX or RZ block of I N aP cannot capture the large reduction in 488 amplitude seen with experimental RZ application in the intact network. Therefore,
489
conclusions drawn from these simulations about the excitability state of the pre-I 490 population, I N aP inactivation dynamics, and the role of I N aP in rhythm generation in 491 the intact respiratory network may not accurately represent the underlying mechanisms, 492 dynamics, and conditions in these experimental preparations.
493
RZ-dependent reduction in excitatory synaptic transmission
494
Characterizing the off-target effects of RZ in respiratory circuits may be critical for 495 understanding how RZ application impacts pre-I network dynamics [25] . Comparison of 496 experimental and simulated data in this study supports the idea that RZ (but not TTX) 497 application not only alters I N aP but also attenuates excitatory synaptic transmission.
498
In regions outside of the pre-BötC , RZ has been shown to block excitatory synaptic 499 transmission at doses comparable to those used in respiratory circuits (0 − 20 µm) 500 [11, 26] . The effects of RZ on synaptic transmission or other off-target effects have not 501 been characterized in the pre-BötC , however. Experimentally, bilateral microinfusion of 502 TTX or RZ into the pre-BötC stops the fictive respiratory rhythm in in vitro slice 503 preparations. Analysis of the time course of these drugs reveals that before rhythm 504 termination, RZ reduces the frequency and amplitude of integrated hypoglossal nerve 505 motor output, whereas TTX only reduces frequency [9] .
506
In our simulations of the isolated pre-I network, selective blockade of I N aP by either 507 the pharmacological mechanism of TTX or RZ reduces network frequency without 508 affecting amplitude (Fig 8A, B) . In contrast, blockade of excitatory synaptic 509 transmission selectively reduces network amplitude with little effect on frequency 510 (Fig 8C) , which is consistent with experimental data [23] . Therefore, to account for the 511 reduction in amplitude seen with experimental RZ application, our results suggest that 512 RZ must reduce the strength of the excitatory synaptic transmission in addition to 513 modulating I N aP (Fig 9) . The prediction that RZ attenuates I SynE is testable by 514 isolating the synaptic current in vitro using voltage-clamp recordings in conjunction 515 with RZ and TTX application.
516
Importantly, although RZ blocks both I N aP and I SynE in our simulations of the 517 isolated pre-I network, rhythm generation in this system is abolished due to the 518 reduction of I N aP , not I SynE . Partial reduction of I SynE alone is not sufficient to stop 519 rhythm generation in our simulations (Fig 8C) . These results support the hypothesis 520 that I N aP is critical for rhythm generation in the pre-BötC in in vitro slice preparations. 521 It is important to mention that additional off-target effects of RZ have been reported 522 in neurons outside of respiratory circuits such as: potentiation of calcium-dependent K off-target effects occur at relatively high RZ concentrations and are therefore not likely 528 to effect the results of this study.
529
Note that our simulations of I N aP block in the isolated pre-I population are 530 specifically tuned to match data where TTX or RZ application is delivered via bilateral 531 microinfusion into the I N aP , as opposed to bath application [9] . This choice was made 532 because bilateral microinfusion is likely a more targeted/localized approach and avoids 533 the issues of non-uniform and off-target drug effects that may arise with bath 534 application. The role of I N aP in respiratory rhythm generation in the isolated pre-I population is 538 also unclear and a highly debated topic within the field. This debate is fueled by the 539 diverse and seemingly contradictory effects of I N aP block by bath application of TTX 540 or RZ in in vitro slice preparations. For example, [9] found that in vitro bath 541 application of either TTX or RZ reliably decreased the frequency and to a lesser extent 542 the amplitude of network bursting before oscillations abruptly stopped. In contrast,
543
March 8, 2019 20/32 [24, 32] found that bath application of RZ at comparable concentrations resulted in a 544 large reduction in the network amplitude but had no effect on or even increased 545 frequency and failed to stop network oscillations. Consideration of non-uniform I N aP 546 block may provide an explanation for these seemingly contradictory findings.
547
With bath application of TTX or RZ, block of I N aP is unlikely to be uniform since 548 drug penetration is dependent on passive diffusion. Therefore, with bath application,
549
I N aP block will affect neurons close to the surface of the slice first and progress towards 550 neurons in the center. In Fig 10 we show that the result of progressive I N aP block 551 across the isolated pre-I population is highly dependent on the dynamics of the neurons 552 (pacemaker vs non-pacemaker) affected. Our simulations can explain the diversity of In a thin slice, both pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons are located close to the 557 surface and an applied drug should fully diffuse through the slice. In this case, as TTX 558 or RZ diffuses in, I N aP will be blocked in both pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons, 559 which is predicted to affect both amplitude and frequency until oscillations eventually 560 stop (Fig 10C) . In contrast, with a thick slice, TTX and RZ may not diffuse all the way 561 to the center and the neurons affected first would primarily be the peripheral 562 non-pacemaker neurons. With I N aP blocked predominantly in non-pacemaker neurons, 563 our results predict an effect on the amplitude of oscillations (Fig 10B) . If the drug 564 diffuses deeper into the slice, both pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons will be 565 impacted, which will further decrease amplitude and start to decrease frequency 566 (Fig 10C) .
567 Therefore, our model predicts that in the case of a thick slice, the lack of frequency 568 effects and the failure to stop network oscillations derive from incomplete/inadequate 569 drug penetration into the slice. It is unknown how far TTX or RZ diffuse into neuronal 570 tissue. However, a straightforward prediction of incomplete drug penetration is the 571 observation of pacemaker neurons that appear insensitive to I N aP block. Consistent with this prediction, [24] [24, 40] . A recent data-driven computational study that included I N aP , I CAN , and 592 intracellular calcium dynamics [41] found that in order to match experimental data,
593
I CAN activation must be strongly coupled to synaptically triggered calcium transients, 594 as suggested by [35, 37, 38, 39, 42] . Consequently, I CAN acts as a mechanism that 595 amplifies excitatory synaptic inputs within the pre-BötC . As such, I CAN can be 596 treated as an excitatory post synaptic current that, in our model, could correspond to a 597 portion of the total excitatory current I SynE . Consistent with this idea, blockade of
598
I SynE in our model of the isolated pre-BötC is consistent with the effects seen with 599 experimental blockade of I CAN (Fig 8C) . underlying mastication [57, 58] . I N aP is also expressed and contributes to neural 631 activity elsewhere in the central nervous system [59, 60] . RZ and TTX have been used 632 in experimental investigations of these neurons and their activity patterns. Additionally, 633 RZ has been considered as a neuroprotective or anticonvulsant agent [8] and is actively 634 investigated for its for therapeutic potential in the treatment of multiple diseases such 635 as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [61, 62, 63] , anxiety [64, 65] , depression 636 [66, 67] , multiple sclerosis (MS) [68] , and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [69] . 
Materials and methods
657
Model description
658
Neurons were simulated with single compartment models incorporating Hodgkin-Huxley 659 style conductances based on previously described models [13, 14, 44] . The membrane 660 potential V m for each neuron is given by the following differential equation:
where C m = 36.0 pF is the cell capacitance, I N a , I K , I Leak , I N aP , I Ca , I KCa , I SynE ,
662
and I SynI are the sodium, potassium, leak, persistent sodium, high-voltage activated 663 calcium, calcium-activated potassium, excitatory synaptic and inhibitory synaptic ionic 664 currents, respectively. The currents are defined as follows: U (a, b) indicates a uniform distribution from a to b. 
where g i is the maximum conductance, E i is the reversal potential, and m i and h i are 666 gating variables for channel activation and inactivation for current I i . Values used for g i 667 and E i are given in Table 1 and 2.
Dynamics of the gating variables m, h for all channels are described by the following 669 differential equation:
where X ∞ represents steady-state activation/inactivation and τ X is a time constant.
671
For I N a , I N aP , and I Ca , the functions X ∞ and τ X take the forms 672 X ∞ (V ) = 1/(1 + exp(−(V − X 1/2 )/k X )),
The values of the parameters (X 1/2 , k X , τ I N aP and I Ca are given in Table 1 . 
where
The values for the constants A α , A β , B α , B β , k α , and k β are also given in Table 1 . 
The values of α KCa , β KCa and τ m max can be found in Table 1 .
681
Ca in is determined by the balance of Ca 2+ influx carried by I Ca and efflux via Ca pump. The dynamics of Ca in is described as follows:
where α Ca = 2.5 · 10 −5 mM/f C is a conversion factor relating current to rate of change 684 of Ca in , τ pump = 500 ms is the time constant for the Ca 2+ pump and
685
Ca min = 5.0 · 10 −6 mM is a minimal baseline calcium concentration.
686
The total synaptic conductances (g represent in vivo or in situ brain stem-spinal cord preparations), g T onic was treated as a 711 variable to match experimental observations [13] .
712
Data analysis and definitions
713
Data generated from simulations was post-processed in Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). An 714 action potential was defined to have occurred in a neuron when its membrane potential 715 V m increased through −35mV . Histograms of population activity were calculated as the 716 number of action potentials per 50 ms bin per neuron with units of AP s/(s · neuron). 717 Population amplitude and frequency were calculated by identifying the peaks and the 718 inverse of the interpeak interval from the population histograms.
719
Integration methods
720
All simulations were performed locally on an 8-core Linux-based operating system.
721
Simulation software was custom written in C++. Numerical integration was performed 722 using the first-order Euler method with a fixed step-size (∆t) of 0.025ms. 
